Decreased spatial frequency sensitivities for processing faces in male patients with chronic schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia impairs early visual cognitive processing. Low and high spatial frequency (LSF, HSF) visual information are differentially processed in humans. We investigated whether electrophysiological abnormalities exist in visual processing for spatial frequency (SF)-filtered neutral/emotional faces in schizophrenics. Subjects consisted of 16 male chronic schizophrenics and 23 controls. Event-related potentials (ERPs) to SF-filtered (LSF or HSF) and unfiltered (broad SF; BSF) pictures of neutral, happy, and fearful faces were recorded at 20 scalp sites. The relationships between the P100 (P1)/N170 amplitudes and the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scores in patients were also evaluated. For the P1 amplitudes at O1/O2, controls exhibited a significant LSF>BSF difference, while schizophrenics showed no LSF>BSF difference. For the N170 amplitudes at T5/T6, controls revealed a significant HSF>BSF difference, while schizophrenics showed no such difference. For the P1 latencies, controls but not schizophrenics showed a significant difference (LSF>BSF=HSF). For the N170 latencies, no significant SF differentiation was found between the two groups. For both P1 and N170 amplitudes, no significant effects of facial expressions were observed in controls and patients regardless of SFs. There were significant negative correlations between the GAF scores and the N170 amplitudes to BSF faces in schizophrenics, but not for P1 amplitudes. Schizophrenics showed abnormal P1 and N170 responses to SF changes in faces, thus indicating decreased SF sensitivities for processing of faces. Abnormal early visual processing may underlie some of the deficits associated with face recognition in schizophrenia.